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Abstract
Science edducation tries to
t develop stuudents thinkingg, linking, anaalyzing by embbodying an abstract concept. The
modeling m
method is usedd as one of thee methods usedd in science edducation. This research in 20018−2019 acad
demic
year at K
Kocaeli Vocatioonal School, w
was applied tto students whho are taking the course. IIn this survey
y, the
qualitativee method is preeferred. The saample which cconsists of 22 ppeople research and control groups involve
es 44
students. IIn the research, the pre-intervview-final inteerview methodd was used for experimental aand control gro
oups.
In the study; all the stuudents were aasked about thhe subject befo
fore the topic was told. Theen the subjectt was
explained to the experim
mental group bby modeling m
method. The coontrol group w
was told only verbally. Qualittative
research w
was performedd and data andd significance analysis were used. As a reesult of this reesearch, the ca
arbon
cycle, whiich plays an im
mportant role in the survivaal of the worldd, should be taaught to studennts using mate
erials
that signifi
ficantly affect learning.
l
Keywordss: carbon cyclee, modeling, quualitative reseaarch
1. Introdu
uction
1.1 Carbonn and Carbon Cycle
Ecologicallly important carbon (C), w
water (H2O), ooxygen (O2), nnitrogen (N), sulfur (S), phhosphorus (P) their
ecosystem
m is interacting constantly subbstances with living organism
ms. Organismss take these suubstances they need
to continuee their vital acctivities and thhen give them bback to their eecosystem. Thiis circulation oof substances in the
ecosystem
m is called subsstance cycles.
These substances, whichh are necessaryy for life, are constantly reuused by living things throughh loops. Accorrding
to thermoddynamic, the law is no subbstance that ccan be createdd or vice verssa but throughh the physicall and
chemical pprocesses, onee can inverted to the others.. So this cyclee always happpens if substannces such as water,
w
oxygen, caarbon, phosphhorus had not bbeen transform
med in the cyccle in the contiinuation of liffe, these substa
ances
should havve been destrooyed until now
w. The fact thaat these substaances, which aare necessary for sustaining
g life,
take place in the cyclic cycle
c
makes it possible to reppeat them conttinuously. Thee cycle betweenn living beings and
water, soill, and air ensurres the continuuity of life.
One of thee substances inn the ecosysteem is carbon. Carbon is onee of the elemennts of energy flow and chem
mical
substance cycle in the eccosystem (Cannsaran & Yıldırrım, 2017). Thhe atomic numbber is 6, formuula is C.
90% of thee compounds in nature conttains carbon coontent. Maintaaining of the vvital life and fuulfilling vital living
functions iis a feature of carbon to com
mbine with the other elementts (www.kimyaadersi.org). In nature, carbon
n can
be found oorganically liviing being, grapphite, coal, pettroleum, tissuee limestone, biccarbonate, andd carbon dioxid
de.
The inorgaanic substancees taken from tthe inanimate eenvironment aare transferred to living organnisms and retu
urned
to the inannimate environnment. It is saidd the substancee cycle. Carboon, one of the iinorganic elem
ments, has this cycle,
c
too. Carboon presents in the atmospheere as carbon dioxide. Grouund and underrground waterr contain carbo
on as
or CO2 as a moleecule. For this rreason, carbonn involves the bbasics of vital molecules.
There is caarbon in the sttructures of orrganic moleculles like the DN
NA that makes the living forr this reason ca
arbon
is the basicc structure of living
l
things. IIt is stored in thhe atmospheree, hydrosphere and living thinngs on the eartth.
H2O and C
CO2 are not fouund side manyy stars (Gurbuz, 2008, p. 1822). CO2 by carrbon is often ffound in nature
e; the
carbon (C
C) and oxygenn (O) cycles are in interaaction with eaach other. Carrbon dioxide transferred to
o the
atmospherre by breathinng of living thhings and varrious combusttion events arre inverted to oxygen by photo
p
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synthesis of plants (Yıldız et al., 2005). H2O forms after oxygen combining with hydrogen (Turgutlu, 1999, p.
22). It is taken from plants by the food chain and transferred to humans and animals. With the burning of living
things, part of the carbon in their bodies is transferred back to the atmosphere with the death of living things, the
carbon remaining in the organism returns to the atmosphere with the help of bacteria or the consumption of fossil
fuels, this cycle continues in this way (Ercan, 2009, p. 18). Besides this, eruption of magma by the volcanic
movements causes the invasion of carbon to the atmosphere. The benefits of carbon are:
•

It is the building stone of living organisms

•

It is a source of renewable energy.

•

It is a protector that adjusts the temperature of the World.

Besides the benefits of carbon, there are also damages. Its carbon moves together balanced with the oxygen cycle,
there will be an environment that deteriorates living organisms by increasing carbon proportion in the
atmosphere. Carbon dioxide and the other greenhouse gases change the balance in the gases in atmosphere and
cause global warming (Ates & Kartepe, 2013, p. 222).
After the leading greenhouse gas of carbon is followed by nitrogen oxide, methane, water vapor,
chlorofluorocarbon. But carbon dioxide (CO2) has a proportion of 82% with in all gases (Özcag, 2011; Dam,
2018, p. 164).
In order to sustain the vital assets of living thigs, a number of measures have been taken to reduce carbon
emission. The Kyoto protocol comes at he beginning of these measures. The Kyoto Protocol is the only
international agreement by fighting global warming and climate changes.
1.2 Learning with Modeling Method
Science teaching aims thinking, conceptualizing in the minds of learners’ knowledge, establishing connections
between reasons and results (Gülcicek & Günes, 2004, p. 36).
Models that facilitate scientific thinking especially for abstract concepts are “structural, functional, causal”
models (Unal Çoban & Engin, 2013, p. 506).
Modeling, the formation of things, behavior, development process (Isık & Mercan, 2015, p. 1836) and product of
this processing is called model (Düskün & Unal, 2015, pp. 4−5; Bilen & Ciltas, 2015, p. 41).
2. Method
The qualitative method has been adopted in the research applied to the students who took Environmental
Chemistry course in 2018−2019 academic year in Kocaeli Vocational School Chemistry program. This research
was carried out by the researcher herself. The experimental and control groups consisted of 22 students
differently, 44 in total. Students answered the questions for 50 minutes during the lesson.
Students included in the experimental and control groups were randomly selected. Content analysis was
performed on the obtained date. Content analysis is one of the qualitative research techniques. The question of
“What is the effectiveness of modeling method in education?” constitutes the research problem.
In the research, experimental and control groups were determined by using pre-interview, interview methods.
The experimental and control groups were made preliminary talks at the same time. During the pre-interview,
students were asked “what is the carbon cycle?”, “what are the benefits and damages?” these open-ended
questions. The subject was told to experimental group by modeling method and verbal explanations were given.
At the last meeting, students were asked open-ended question that was asked pre-interview time. Teaching
carbon cycle to students by using materials effects of learning searched in this research. In this research, data
were obtained by pre-interview, interview methods in qualitative research. The effect of the modeling method on
learning was measured.
3. Results
The main aim of the training is to gain behavioral change. Whether this change is desired level or not can be
determined by interviews with experts (Basol, 2008). The effect of training with modeling methods on the
behavioral changes and the effect on the learning level was measured by qualitative analysis techniques.
In an experimental study, the researcher examines the effect of the independent variable on the dependent
variable. Therefore, the control group is used to determine the effect of the independent variable (Altunısık et al.,
2012, p. 67).
Random sampling is in electing individuals from the total group to research or control groups in equally. Groups
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are effected by the independent variable is called the experiment group. Groups which have the same character
with the experimental group but not exposed to the experiment is the called control group.
Open-ended questions can be asked semi-form or non-form interview. Such questions allow participants to
express their thoughts in their own words (Altunısık et al., 2012, p. 87). Before the modelling method applied,
students were asked open-ended questions like “what is the carbon cycle? what are the benefits and harms of
carbon?” and wanted them to reply in a written way. Experiment group pre-interview (EP), experiment group
last interview (EL) control group pre-interview (CP), control group last interview (CL) are named like these.
Table 1. Pre-interview and final-last interview test-control group statements
Expressions
EP1. “Carbon cycle will damage the environment and nature.
Therefore, the environment is polluted, living things are
damaged, so it is very harmful. Smoke, factories, exhaust fumes
are carbon sources.”
EP2. “Carbon turns into oxygen by absorbing by plants.”

EP3. “Carbon dioxide gas consists of carbon and oxygen”

EP4. “Fossil fuels, coal, graphite, contain carbon. It combines
with oxygen and makes carbon dioxide.”

EP5. “CO2 taken from atmosphere by plants is converted to
nutrients by photosynthesis.”
EP6. “Carbon atoms are the tissues forming substances. It is
found in four ways in nature. Herbivorous animals meet carbon
from plants. Carnivorous animals meet carbon by eating
herbivorous animals.”
EP7. “Carbon is present in nature. It helps the plants making
photosynthesis. It is a hazardous gas. As a precaution chimney
filters are taken. There are national agreements.”

EP8. “Plants convert CO2 from atmosphere to nutrients. Thus,
we take carbon from foods.”
EP9. “Fossil fuels forms thanks to decomposers. Plants forms
foods contains rich carbon by photosynthesis.”
EP10. “Carbon forms oxygen and carbon dioxide. Plants should
be planted.”

CP1. “It is found four shapes in nature. It is the substance that
forms the living tissues. The carbon cycle is completed by
photosynthesis.”
CP2. “Oxygen and carbon cycle are related to each other. CO2
is converted to oxygen by plants. Thus, oxygen and carbon
cycle is formed. Humans, cars and factory gases produce
carbon.”
CP3. “Plants converts CO2 taken from atmosphere to foods that
have plenty of carbon. Plants give off the oxygen to
atmosphere. Oxygen is used by animals and humans. Exhaust
gases, factory gases effect forming CO2 badly.”

Expressions
EL1. “After physical, geological, chemical process cycling in
atmosphere, oceans, earth is called carbon cycling. Carbon is found
lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere”
EL2. “The source of carbon can be found in atmosphere, lithosphere,
hydrosphere and living organisms. It is found in atmosphere as CO2. It’s
found in lithosphere as limestone and coal. The cycle was drawn.”
EL3. “Carbon cycle is that carbon from exhaust gases, living organisms
and fossil fuels turn back to nature as carbon and oxygen through
plants.”
EL4. “It’s important, since there are in all living things. It’s present in
the atmosphere as carbon and carbon dioxide. The addition of carbon to
this cycle takes place by photosynthesis. Carbon released into the
atmosphere as a result of plants taking carbon and leaving some of them
back to the atmosphere. Plants continue their development with the
remaining carbon. Herbivorous animals feed with animals. In life,
carbon is given to atmosphere by respiration and excretion”. The cycle
was drawn by student.
EL5. “Carbon dioxide given by fossil fuels, factory chimneys is taken by
plants and they gives the oxygen to atmosphere. It is called a loop.”
EL6. “Carbon is one of important element that forms the structures of
living thing in ecosystem. Carbon can be found in all organic
compounds. In the earth, the most important stores are CO2 in
atmosphere; CO2 and HCO3 in water coal, petroleum, limestone in
lands.
EL7. “Manufacturing plants converted the CO2 in atmosphere to
nutritious foods those contain much carbon. It is a source of food for
consumers in the food chain. Thus, carbon and oxygen are taken by
consumers. Consumers use oxygen to consume nutrients and finally CO2
is given to the atmosphere. CO2 in the atmosphere cause the greenhouse
effect and that makes the earth hotter. The loop had been drawn.”
EL8. “Carbon is found air that we breathe, coal and petroleum. It works
with the oxygen cycle. The loop had been drawn.”
EL9. “After fossil fuels are used CO2 is emitted.”
EL10. “Animals and humans take in O2 and takes of CO2. Plants take in
CO2 and take of O and they use carbon foods and grow. If there is too
much CO2 in the atmosphere plants can’t deal with it and it causes
greenhouse effect finally it causes global warming.”
CL1. “Plants convert CO2 in nature to O2. People and animals are used
to burn this oxygen. If the CO2 gas is not used in photosynthesis in
nature, greenhouse gases occur.”
CL2. “Cars, factories and fossil fuels releases off CO2. Producing plants
convert CO2 in atmosphere to O2 by photosynthesis. They give O2 to
atmosphere. Plants are a source of food for consumers in the food chain.
Thus, through foods from the plants C and CO2 are taken by consumers.
Consumers take away C as CO2 by respiration.”
CL3. “Carbon can be found 4 different types in nature. It forms the
tissues of living things. Carbon cycle is occurred by photosynthesis. It is
converted to oxygen is used by living things and given off to atmosphere
as carbon dioxide.”
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CP4. “Carbon forms the compounds that are in the structures of
living things. Smokes form factory chimneys, car exhausts
cause emitting of carbon and the cycle is effected. Oxygen and
carbon cycle work together by photosynthesis.”
CP5. “Carbon atoms form tissues and structures. If there is no
C and O2, there aren’t any living activities. If cycle deforms,
there is no life.”
CP6. “Carbon presents in the atmosphere. It allows people to
take photosynthesis. Without carbon and oxygen, there is no
vital activity. If the cycle breaks down, life is gone.”

CP7. “Carbon cycle allows living things to live. Carbon means
vital activities.”
CP8. “Carbon cycle is that a cycle that allows living things to
live in their world by chemical and herbal outputs.”

CP9. “Carbon and oxygen are needed by all living things.
Plants forms oxygen by using carbon dioxide in
photosynthesis.”
CP10. “Carbon cycle is a repeating action in the atmosphere,
rain and underground water by sublimation.”
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CL4. “Plants converts CO2 taken form the atmosphere to foods that have
plenty of carbon. In that time, oxygen is given off the atmosphere. After
that CO2 is used by living things. Loop had been drawn.”
CL5. “Plants convert CO2 taken from atmosphere to foods that have
plenty of carbon. In this process, oxygen is given to the atmosphere.”
CL6. “To make their own food, plants use sun shining to make
photosynthesis and in this way they are grown. They form the food
chain by taking CO2. If we plant trees, we reduce the quantity of CO2.
Exhaust gases, fossil fuels, factory gases increase the formation of CO2
in atmosphere. Dead things, wastes, are recycled by decomposers and
cycle is completed.”
CL7. “Car exhaust, waste of factories from CO2. We can decrease CO2
by planting. Humans give off CO2 by respiration. We should plant green
trees.”
CL8. “Carbon cycle is an important cycle that forms the compounds of
living things. Carbon can be found CO2 and bicarbonate in atmosphere
and water. Plants convert CO2 taken from atmosphere to foods that have
plenty of carbon and they give of oxygen to atmosphere.”
CL9. “Carbon atoms in the atmosphere are emitted by humans and
living things, exhaust gases and factories. After that, they are emitted as
oxygen by plants thanks to photosynthesis. Human and living things use
this O2 and emit as CO2 into the atmosphere.”
CL10. “Plants take CO2 in the air and make it food by photosynthesis.
At this time, they give the O2 to the atmosphere. This oxygen is used by
humans and animals. Exhaust gases, unburned fossil fuels and factory
gases affect CO2 formation in a bad way.”

The total number of answers given by the students in the preliminary interview of the experimental group
explains the carbon cycle. However, there are misconceptions about the carbon cycle about it gives damages to
nature and the environment. 7 students associate the carbon cycle with the oxygen cycle. One student stated that
he has four kinds of carbon sources but did not mention what these sources are. Another student (5) states that
fossil fuels, coal, and diamond contain carbon, while (6) carbon forms living tissues. In the last meeting after the
carbon cycle is explained to the experimental group by modeling method; it is seen that all students match the
carbon cycle with the oxygen cycle students (1), (2), (6), (8) provided information about what carbon sources are.
Also, it was understood by students that carbon is necessary for life instead of conceptual mistakes about
harmfulness of carbon. Instead, it was stated that excess carbon created a greenhouse effect and caused problems
for living. Four students have drawn the carbon cycle on the answer sheets after the experiment.
Experiment group pre-interview and last-interview explanations are listed in the Table 2
Table 2. Pre-interview experimental group (EP)−Last interview experimental group (CP)
Pre- Interview
Misconceptions about the carbon cycle about it gives damages to nature
Carbon is found in four forms in nature
Match the carbon cycle with the oxygen cycle
Last-Interview
Match the carbon cycle with the oxygen cycle
Carbon is found in four forms in nature
Drawn carbon cycle

N
7
1
7

f
70%
10%
70%

10
4
4

100%
40%
40%

Control group pre-interview and last-interview explanations are listed in the Table 3.
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Table 3. Experiment group last-interview (EL)−Control group last-interview (CL)
Pre-Interview
Expression carbon cycle
The source of carbon
Expression simply carbon cycle (CP)
Last-Interview
Carbon cycle
Greenhouse gas
Drawn carbon cycle

N
6
2
4

F
60%
20%
40%

9
1
4

90%
10%
40%

In the preliminary interview of the control group students (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), (9) match the carbon cycle with
the oxygen cycle (1) and (5) reported that carbon is present in four forms in nature and is only present in the
living tissues of carbon as a source and did not provide information about other carbon sources. Also, students (4)
stated that carbon was found in living tissues. Four students simply explained the carbon cycle. In the last
interview after the carbon cycle was explained to the control group theoretically; all students except students (7)
explained the cycle by matching the carbon cycle with the oxygen cycle. (1) stated that excess carbon dioxide
causes greenhouse gas. Student (3) stated that carbon is found in four ways in nature and one of them is living
tissues. None of the other students stated exactly what the carbon resources in nature were, except the number
(8). The student (8) clearly defined the carbon cycle and stated that carbon is present in nature in bicarbonate,
water, atmosphere, and living structure. The student (7) stated that carbon, as a factory waste is a harmful gas
and greening, should be done. Only student (4) has drawn the carbon cycle.
4. Discussion
In the research, in which the carbon cycle was transferred to the students as experimental and control groups, it
was investigated whether the modeling method has an effect on the understanding of the concept. Pre-test results
in the carbon cycle show that the students in both groups have inadequate knowledge.
In last the interview of the experimental group, it was seen that all students match the carbon cycle with the
oxygen cycle. In the last interview of the control group, it was determined that all students except one student
match the carbon cycle with the oxygen cycle.
In the last interview of the experimental group, it was seen that four students gave complete information about
the sources of carbon in nature. In the last interview of the control group, only one student stated exactly what
the sources of carbon were in nature, and none of the students stated that living tissues were the source of
carbon.
In the preliminary interview of the experimental group misconception and misinformation that carbon is harmful
to the carbon cycle has been identified. However, in the last interview of the experimental group, it was seen that
the carbon was necessary for life. It was pointed out that the greenhouse effect caused by excess carbon is
harmful. In the last interview of the control group, while any one student was drawing a carbon cycle; in the last
interview of the experimental group, four students drew the carbon cycle.
It was determined that the students considered exhaust, factory smoke as the cause of carbon emission in both
preliminary interviews and last meeting. However, various combustion events, such as forest fires and volcanic
events in nature are the events of the carbon cycle. Students participating Ural et al. (2017, p. 7) research
answered the carbon source in the atmosphere as factory, exhaust gas, human and animals.
In Dogan et al. (2016, pp. 20−21) research, many students determined as the carbon cycle. Research on high
school students, students emphasize the relationship between global fuels and global warming.
Arslan and Dogru (2014, p. 14) found that modeling did not affect students’ level of understanding. Unal Çoban
and Ergin’ s (2013, p. 515) research result shows that teaching with the method of modeling improves scientific
knowledge and affects learning positively. Baskan Takaoglu (2015) found that students were developing their
skills in modeling methods related to daily life.
As a result, the modeling method develops students’ visual memories and makes the information meaningful. It
is also possible to state that it is more permanent than the verbal expression method. Modeling methods can be
used to describe other cycles of material. Besides this, there is a relationship between modeling method students’
easy learning. In fact, it is examined in terms of there dimensions such as isomerism and complexity that
students think about the subject.
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